
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Prime's laugh did not ring _________ true.1. quite

The beetles proper are _________ enough for the labor of one man's life.2. quite

I am reminded of that joke, _________ grim forsooth, which Lowell thought
the best ever made.
3. rather

I twigged it in a minute, and answered them _________ honestly.4. quite

And she rubbed the whole bundle of matches quickly against the wall, for
she wanted to be _________ sure of keeping her grandmother near her.
5.

quite

Fresh alarms and fresh shame overwhelmed the poor girl; she tried to free
herself and found him _________ ready to set her down.
6.

quite

He was loitering here, _________ evidently watching this girl come aboard.7. quite

Gifted Hopkins was _________ right in believing that he attracted many
eyes.
8. quite

Finally, the thing became _________ monotonous, so that when she felt
like thumping her head against the door or bed-post, I would go to sleep and
let her amuse herself to her heart's content.

9. rather

However, he felt rather ashamed of his cowardice, as it was _________
clear that his ball could support him, and on his third trial he got safely to the
other side.

10. quite

As Mexican troops are _________ political engines, designed for the
domestic police of cities, than for actual service in the field, the soldier is more
of a plaything than a tool or weapon.

11. rather

Of unfortunate propensities he had _________ sufficient, besides this, to
bring him to poverty.
12. quite

There were some young men who felt _________ awkward and kept in a
little knot with Cary.
13. rather
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A rough and _________ coarse towel is a very useful auxiliary in such
ablutions.
14. rather

He was pushed, _________ timidly, by one of the boys and told to get up;
but he remained quite unconcerned.
15. rather

Panama is _________ suspiciously close to a region where geological
conditions are not remarkable for stability.
16. rather

The public talk between the two young men, continuing, was that Donald
wanted to borrow a white waistcoat from Charles, which Charles was
_________ reluctant to lend him.

17.

rather

I thought I could return at the end of a week, and asked to be discharged,
but was _________ curtly informed by the surgeon in charge that when the
time came for my discharge he would inform me.

18.
rather

I have prayed in the temple till I am _________ content.19. quite

No one could sit on the porch, for the vines and eaves dripped, the parlor
had a _________ dismal aspect, and everybody seemed dispirited.
20.

rather
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